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Abstract 

This study conducts time series analysis on monthly wine production data from over 30 years . 
Agricultural systems, such as that of the grape vine, will be impacted as climate change 
continues to affect the world. Supporting literature and a brief description of the time series 
analysis process is reviewed. Then the method of this study's data analysis is outlined with 
results following. The time series considered was gallons of still wine produced by region, using 
data from the U.S. Department of the Treasury Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau's 
website of monthly wine statistics. The climate regions were determined by the U.S. Department 
of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Auto Regressive Integrated 
Moving Average models (ARIMA) were used to model the data by region and then to forecast 
wine production into the future. The Southeast, West, Northern Rockies and Plains, and 
Northeast regions are forecasted to continue with constant level growth. The South, Southwest, 
and Northwest regions see slight growth, while the Upper Midwest and Ohio Valley regions are 
forecasted to continue producing at their recently increased levels. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

What I learned most from completing this thesis project is the amount of work you have to put in 
to fmish an analytical data project such as this. Many times, in class, we would learn different 
aspects at a time to fully understand each step, so doing this from start to finish, fixing error by 
error that arose, solidified the entire process needed for these types of analytical data projects. In 
completing this thesis, I feel I am more prepared to undertake whatever types of projects a job 
could throw my way, as well as feeling more confident in my coding abilities and my time series 
analysis skills. 

As I mentioned, in many of my classes we would break apart the analysis process in order to 
comprehend each step. One commonly skipped step was, and is in most cases, the most difficult 
of all: data collection, manipulation, and preparation. The first step in any data analysis is (big 
surprise) to get the data. Many times, as it was in the case of this thesis as well, you combine 
data from different sources and in different formatting, causing you to have to manipulate the 
data. Common data manipulation, and that used in this project, included narrowing the data to 
specific needed variables, renaming columns and rows, and combining different types of data 
files, all of which is usually easier said than done. This was especially true for myself, as I was 
learning and refming my R programing skills along the way. I estimate I spent over 75% of the 
project time, probably about three or four months of the semester, solely doing data 
manipulation. 

Overall, this thesis, while providing a challenge to what I thought I knew and learned from 
classes, proved to me that these past four years at Ball State University have taught me a lot, but 
have only scratched the surface. With every interaction, every project, every situation, there is 
something new to be learned. There are two kinds of people in the world. People who would 
look at that underlined statement above and cringe as a dismal look came over their face, and 
people like me, who view that as an adventure. This is the greatest lesson my time working on 
this thesis, my time in the Honors College, and my time at Ball State has taught me. Everything 
that is hard or unknown is a new challenge, a new adventure, that is made more fun and exciting 
if we share it and experience, learn, and grow together. With that being said, I hope you enjoy 
what I have written in the next few pages and that it inspires you to learn more. 
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Section 1: Introduction 
At the basis of human needs is that which sustains life. Agriculture is one of these necessities and 
the onsets of climate change worldwide will impact our methods of growing and cultivating 
agricultural products. The grape vines used in wine creation are one of the most notably sensitive 
crops, so considering this vine is suitable in determining the impact of climate change over the 
past years. 

The prominence of viticulture, or the cultivation of grapevines, in the United States is 
outstanding. While Europe is the oldest in the wine production business, the U.S. is "the fourth 
largest producer of wine and the largest consumer of wine in the world" as of June 2015 
according to the Agricultural Marketing Resource Center [9]. Gross profits of wine production in 
the U.S. increased by 2.5% from 2010 to 2014 [9] and continue to increase. 

This thesis project takes still wine production by gallon over the course of over 30 years from 
different regions in the United States and conducts time series analysis for developing a 
predictive model to forecast future wine production. This objective is completed using three 
generalized steps. The first is to create an analysis data set by merging multiple data sets from 
various sources on wine production. Then, a statistical analysis of the time series wine 
production data is conducted. Finally, a forecast is made on future wine production and its 
accuracy is assessed. 



Section 2: Background 
Section 2.1: Literature Review 
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As the global climate gets warmer, regions known for growing particular agricultural 
products will shift. "Because the quality and production of cultivated crops are directly 
influenced by local climate variables, agricultural systems may be particularly susceptible to 
climate change" [ 1]. Grape vines are a very effective indicator of climate change because they 
are highly correlated to the regions in which they are grown. The characteristics that spawn from 
a particular region and give a wine its uniqueness are known as 'terroir' though these are "less 
obviously meaningful in a rapidly changing climate" [2]. Because grape vines are sensitive 
agricultural products and deeply related to those regions in which they are grown, they are 
superb crops to examine the effects of climate change and have the reputation to be impacted 
most. 

A number of studies have estimated the severe impact climate change would have on 
grape vines and the results are shocking. Research experts estimate that the area for wine 
production within the next few decades could decrease by up to 81% in the United States [1]. 
Another finding determined that the area of land able to produce wine could reduce by 70% in 
California alone [4]. Dramatic reductions of wine producing land also are expected in prominent 
wine producing countries in Europe, such as Bordeaux, Rhone, and Tuscany [ 4]. One study 
found" ... grape and wine production will likely be restricted to a narrow West Coast region and 
the Northwest and Northeast areas . .. " [1] highlights the geographical change a warming climate 
has on agricultural production. The graph below from a study [3] illustrates this regional change 
of wine production due to climate change. 

Figure 1. (Lee, "Climate Change, Wine, and Conservation") 

Those working in the wine industry and related fields are being hopeful about how to 
adjust to a warming climate anticipating "big changes in regions enjoying the cool winters and 
hot dry summers that produce good grapes" [4]. Some common possibilities being considered are 
moving growing regions to cooler climates, switching to grape varieties more adapted to heat [1], 
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or using new technologies to improve growing systems. However, these solutions present their 
own problems. New technology, such as different or more efficient irrigation systems, could 
cause vineyard owners to incur more costs [ 4]. Moving to new growing regions might impact 
surrounding wildlife and other creatures that occupy the land. Other agricultural growers, such as 
coffee farmers, are also anticipating the onset of global climate change and adopting a similar 
motto: "stay and adapt or move" [2]. Overall, industry professionals are beginning to search for 
proper ways to adjust despite these dramatic changes research experts predict for agricultural 
products, such as the grape vine. 

While Europe has a rich history of wine production dating back centuries, the United 
States has accelerated into the forefront of the wine industry. While California in the Western 
region of this study is the most prominent area in the U.S. for wine production, almost all states 
attempt to weather the seasons of their particular region to create great wine. California accounts 
for 86% of annual production by case as of January 2018 [8]. The next four biggest producers by 
state are Washington (Northwest region) constituting 5%, New York (Northeast region) making 
up 4%, and Oregon (also Northwest region) and Texas (Southern region) accounting for 1% each 
[8]. Because these states are in a variety of regions in the U.S., a number of factors could account 
for their production levels, such as state size, climate, or previous knowledge of grape farming in 
those areas. Conducting a time series analysis of wine production by region can account for these 
factors. 

The objectives of this research as stated as follows: 

1. Conduct a time series analysis of wine production by region accounting for region level 
factors 

2. Develop the best predictive time series model for each region 
3. Forecast future wine productions based on the best predictive models and assess forecast 

accuracy. 
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Section 2.2: Time Series and Forecasting Review 

Time Series data consist of observations collected sequentially over time. Time series 
analysis can be applied to many different areas, most commonly in climatology, but also 
agriculture, business, finance, and economics. The data used in this study is monthly gallons of 
wine produced each month from 1984 to 2017, resulting in a series of over 360 values. Figure 2 
shows an example of these values plotted over time from the Southern region. The plot shows 
monthly wine production in the South over time. The peaks and troughs represent highs and lows 
of production due to cyclical growing seasons and trends over the years of production, showing 
some of the characteristics of a time series graph. 
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Figure 2. Graph of Regional Data 

When modeling time series data, a model is desired that is both as simple as possible while 
also not compromising accuracy. It is custom to start with a simple linear model, such as 

Yt = ~o +~~*time+ Et. 
While a linear regression model is simple to work and interpret the model parameters, it violates 
fundamental assumptions of absence of autocorrelation in the time series data. Autocorrelation 
and non-stationarity are common features of time series data. Autocorrelation is simply the 
dependence among data over time and stationarity is the principle that the probability laws that 
govern the series, such as mean and variance, remain constant with time [ 1 OJ. While the simple 
linear model presented above is simple and straightforward, it does not account for the data 
possibly having these two problems. To account for autocorrelation among data, two types of 
models are utilized. The first is an auto regressive model (AR) that has the form: 

Yt = ~ + <DIYt-1 + ... + <Dt-oYt-n + Et. 
Where the <D's are parameters for the model. The second is a moving average model (MA) which 
has the form: 

Yt = ~0 + Gltt-1 + ... + Gqtt-q+ Ct. 
Where the G's are parameters for the model. While these two models account for 
autocorrelation, they do not guarantee the data series is stationary, in which case another type of 
model called an auto regressive integrated moving average model (ARJMA) is employed, which 
combines the auto regressive and moving average models. The ARJMA model also takes 
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differences between data points to adjust for non-stationarity, making the series stationary. Here 
is what the ARJMA model is written mathematically as: 

Yt = 13o + <DIYt-1 + ... + <Dt-nYt-n + Et + elct-1 + ... + 8qEt-q 

Where the <D's and E)'s are parameters for the autoregressive and moving average parts of the 
model. Commonly noted as ARJMA(p,d,q) where "p" represents the number of <D coefficients in 
the auto regressive part of the model, "q" represents the number of e coefficients in the moving 
average part of the model, and the "d" signifies how many differences are taken between values 
of the data series. To determine the order for these parameters, the graphs of the autocorrelation 
function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) against lag are considered. If the 
ACF plot cuts off sharply at lag k, while there is gradual decay in the PACF, then the order ofthe 
model is p=O, q=k, forming the model MA( q=k). If the P ACF plot cuts off sharply at lag k, while 
there is gradual decay in the ACF, then the order of the model is p=k, q=O, forming the model 
AR(p=k). If both P ACF and ACF decay gradually, then use must use a mixture model, or 
ARJMA(p,d,q). 

Once the order of the model is determined, the parameters must be estimated using 
appropriate method of estimation under model fitting. Two techniques to estimate the parameters 
of the model are the least squares and maximum likelihood methods of estimation. Both of these 
techniques use calculus to determine the best model with the least amount of bias for the 
estimators. After the parameters of the model are estimated, model diagnostics and residual 
analysis on the chosen model must be performed to determine if the model is sound using 
goodness of fit tests criteria such as AIC, BIC, etc and also autocorrelation of the residuals [ 1 0]. 
In this study, the function in R called auto.arima() employs techniques such as these to 
automatically pick the best model based on the data. Finally, upon completion of all these steps 
of model building, the newly created model can be used to forecast future data. 
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Section 3: Data Analysis 

At the start of any data analysis is data acquisition. The wine data was obtained from the 
U.S. Department of the Treasury Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau's website of 
monthly wine statistics and reformatted into an excel document. The weather variable data was 
procured from the U.S. Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's website of US climate data. Included in this data were monthly records of 
average temperature, cooling degree days, heating degree days, maximum temperature, 
minimum temperature, Palmer Index, and precipitation for each of the nine regions: Northeast 
(NH, VT, ME, NY, MA, RI, CT, NJ, DE, MD, PA), Northwest (OR, WA, ID), Ohio Valley 
(MO, IL, IN, OH, WV, KY, TN), Northern Rockies and Plains (MT, ND, SD, WY, NE), Upper 
Midwest (MN, WI, MI, IA), West (CA, NV), Southwest (UT, CO, AZ, NM), South (KS, OK, 
TX, AR, LA, MS), and Southeast (AL, GA, FL, SC, NC, VA). These files all downloaded as 
simple text files. One assumption made in this thesis was that the area of each region is roughly 
uniform and therefore the wine data did not have to be adjusted for surface area. For example, if 
the analysis was over wine production of different states, rather than regions, then one would 
have to account for the size of each state because no two states are equal. That is, Delaware's 
size is not comparable to Texas'. 

After data procurement, the next step was to combine the different data by region. Each 
region's data frame included corresponding date by year and month, aggregate gallons of wine 
produced in each region, and each of the regional weather variables. 

Next, time series data analysis was done by each region following prior knowledge from 
Math 428 Regression and Time Series Analysis, a course taught by Munni Begum at Ball State 
University Fall2017, and additional information from DataScience.com, specifically the article 
by Ruslana Dalinina titled "Introduction to Forecasting with ARIMA in R." After examining the 
data, a function in R called tsclean() was used to remove outliers and further clean the data. 
Stationarity was tested and adjusted for in all regional data and differencing was applied where 
necessary in order to transform the data into a stationary time series. Finally, the proper ARIMA 
model for each region was selected using an R function called auto.arima() and used to forecast 
the next fifty months of wine production data points using the function forecast(). 



Section 4: Data Exploration using Regional Analysis of South 
(KS, OK, TX, AR, LA, MS) 
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The data analysis completed in each region resulted in multiple graphs. Using the 
Regional Analysis from the Southern data, the findings and explanations of these graphs will be 
discussed in this section. As seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, these graphs display the original time 
series data and the cleaned data, which was done using the R function tsclean() . Next, the half 
yearly and quarterly moving average of the data was graphed using the function rna() to further 
generalize the data as shown in Figure 4. The quarterly moving average best smoothed the 
original data without compromising its uniqueness so it was elected for all regions to be the 
dataset from which to forecast. 
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Figure 3. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 4. Graph of Cleaned Moving Avg. Regional Data 

As described in Section 2.2, the ACF and P ACF are used to determine a proper model for 
the data, either auto regressive, moving average, or ARlMA. Next, the ACF and PACF were 
assessed to determine if any significant autocorrelation is present or if any differencing should 
occur in the original data set. 
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Figure 5. Graph of ACF of originalS Data Figure 6. Graph of PACF of original S Data 

As seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6, there is autocorrelation present in the original data. To 
account for this, the first difference between data points is taken; Figure 7 displays how this 
difference centers the data and Figure 8 and Figure 9 present the new ACF and PACF graphs. 
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Because the ACF and PACF show few significant spikes outside the dotted blue line, the 
differenced series is a decent time series to model and forecast. Figure 10 shows the plots of the 
residuals from the ARIMA (2,1,3) model. These plots do not warrant further investigation to be 
made on ARIMA (2,1,3) and justify consideration of this model for forecasting. 
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Figure 10. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 

Finally, Figure 11 below nicely graphs the projection from the function forecast() in R of 
the above model for the Southern region's data. The projection shows a range of variability 
highlighted in a gray and blue-gray shade. Because this shaded region is between the high of 
150,000 and a little under 50,000, while the previous production lows were as low as -50,000 
(negative because of previous manipulation for analysis), the forecast for the Southern region's 
wine production is expected to increase using this ARIMA (2, 1 ,3) model. The conclusion for 
other regions was drawn in a similar fashion. 
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Section 5: Results and Discussion 

Recall from Section 2.2, the general ARIMA model: 
Yt = 13o + <DIYt-1 + . .. + <Dt-nYt-n + Et + eiEt-1 + ... + 8 qEt-q 

Where the <D's and 8's are parameters for the model. Commonly noted as ARIMA(p,d,q) where 
"p" represents the number of <D coefficients in the auto regressive part of the model, "q" 
represents the number of e coefficients in the moving average part of the model, and the "d" 
signifies how many differences you take between values of the data series. 

The regional results for each model are as follows: 

Northeast ARIMA (1,1,3) model as follows 
Yt = 13o + .3103 Yt-1 + Et + .1218 Et-1 + .1982 Et-2- .7619 Et-3 

with <DI = .3103, 81=.1218, 8 2=.1982, and e 3= -.7619. 

Northwest is an ARIMA (3, 1,3) model 
Yt = 13o + .6894 Yt-1- .1308 Yt-2- .1194 Yt-3 + Et + .0177 Et-1- .0376 Et-2 - .8707 Et-3 

with <DI = .6894, <D2 = -.1308, <D3 = -.1194, 81=.0177, 8 2= -.0376, and 8 3= -.8707. 

Ohio Valley is an ARIMA (4,1,4) model 
Yt = 13o- .8077 Yt-1 + .1833Yt-2 + .0889 Yt-3 + .0788 Yt-4 + Et + 1.0541 Et-1 + .1579 Et-2 - .7868 Et-3 

- .8085 Et-4 
with <DI = -.8077, <D2= .1833, <D3= .0889, <D4 = .0788, 81=1.0541, 8 2=.1579, 8 3= -.7868, and 
8 4= -.8085. 

Upper Midwest is an ARIMA (3,1,3) model 
Yt = 13o + .2520 Yt-1 + .0783 Yt-2 - .1289 Yt-3 + Et + .0820 Et-1 + .0807 Et-2 - . 7945 Et-3 

with <DI = .2520, <D2 = .0783, <D3 = -.1289, 81=.0820, 8 2= .0807, and e 3= -.7945. 

West is an ARIMA (2, 1,4) model 
Yt = 13o + 1.4271 Yt-1- .5980 Yt-2 + Et - .8669 Et-1 + .0321 Et-2- .8480 Et-3 +.7356 Et-4 

with <DI = 1.427 1, <D2 = -.5980, el= -.8669, 8 2=.032 1, 83= -.8480, and 8 4= .7356. 

Southwest is an ARIMA (3,1,5) model 

Yt = 13o + .1872 Yt-1 + .7808 Yt-2 - .3471 Yt-3 + Et - .0413 Et-1- .7866 Et-2- .7398 Et-3- .0483 Et-4 
+ .6930 Et-5 

with <DI = .1872, <D2 = .7808, <D3 = -.3471, e l= -.04 13, 82= -.7866, 8 3= -.7398, e 4= -.0483, and 
8 s= .6930. 

South is an ARIMA (2,1,3) model 
Yt = 13o + .2776 Yt-1 + .1073 Yt-2 + Et + .01 69 Et-1 + .0006 Et-2 - .9151 Et-3 

with <DI = .2776, <D2= .1073, 8 1=.0169, 82=.0006, and 8 3= -.91 51. 

Northern Rockies and Southeast regions are ARIMA (0, 1,0) models, so no parameters are 
needed in these models. 



From Table 1 below, a general description of the original trends from the regional data 
and the forecasted projection of the wine production is displayed, along with the corresponding 
ARIMA model. 

Region ARIMAmodel Ori!!inal Trends Forecast trends 
Northeast (1,1,3) Reasonably seasonal, slight Level/consistent, wide range 

recent upward trend for variability 
Northwest (3,1,3) Growing seasonal trend LeveVconsistent, wide range 

for variability 
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Ohio Valley (4,1,4) Upward trend Upward trend, less variability 
Northern (0, 1 ,0) Spikey, slightly growing LeveVconsistent, wide range 
Rockies trend but not a lot for variability 
Upper (3,1,3) Reasonably seasonal, slight LeveVconsistent, wide range 
Midwest recent upward trend for variability 
West (2,1 ,4) Nice stationary series Slight growth, then 

consistent/level with some 
variability 

Southwest (3,1,5) Growing seasonal trend Slight decrease, then 
leveVconsistent, wide range 
for variability 

South (2,1,3) Spikey, slightly growing LeveVconsistent, wide range 
trend but not a lot for variability 

Southeast (0,1 ,0) Other than early spike, Level/consistent, wide range 
slight upward trend for variability 

Table 1. 

From the projections, the future production is estimated by a linear trend with a shaded 
range accounting for variability of those projections. After analyzing these projections, the 
regions whose future growth appears to be constant, where the variability range covers both 
previous lows and highs, are Southeast, West, Northern Rockies and Plains, and Northeast 
regions. The other regions are projected to grow future production levels. The South, Southwest, 
and Northwest regions are slightly growing with the low end of their variability ranges still being 
above previous production levels, so overall, they will see growth. The Upper Midwest and Ohio 
Valley regions have recently increased production levels and are forecasted to continue 
producing at the same levels. 
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Figure 12. https://mapchart.net/usa.html 

As can be seen from the map above, the areas highlighted in green show the most growth 
and the areas highlighted in yellow show moderate growth. The increase in these areas is 
surprising considering the projections forecast a large increase in production in the southern half 
of the continental United States, where the states are closer to the equator and would be expected 
to be unfavorable to grow grape vines. This could be due to a recent increase in production due 
to growing methods or advancements in technology in those areas for growing grape vines. The 
Ohio Valley and Upper Midwest regions show moderate growth and possibly the most potential 
in regards to future wine growth being a more northern area with lots of farmland and recent 
moderate growth. 

While this study performed a time series analysis of wine production data, regional 
weather data was also accrued, but not used due to lack of time. Future analysis involving the 
regional weather data could be used for regression data analysis. Regression data analysis 
comparing the wine production in various cross sections of time against different weather 
variables accumulated earlier in this study would help further the forecast of how climate change 
is affecting agricultural production. 
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Appendix I: Graph of Regions from NOAA 

U.S. Climate Regions 

Figure 13. 



Appendix II: Regional Analysis of Northeast 
(NH, VT, ME, NY, MA, RI, CT, NJ, DE, MD, PA) 

Figure 14. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 15. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 16. Graph of Cleaned Moving A vg. Regional Data 
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Figure 17. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 18. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix III: Regional Analysis of Northwest 
(OR, WA, ID) 

Figure 19. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 20. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 21. Graph of Cleaned Moving Avg. Regional Data 
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Figure 22. Graph of ARJMA model by Region 
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Figure 23. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix IV: Regional Analysis of Ohio Valley 
(MO, IL, IN, OH, WV, KY, TN) 

Figure 24. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 25. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 26. Graph of Cleaned Moving A vg. Regional Data 
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Figure 27. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 28. Graphs of Regional Forecasts 
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Appendix V: Regional Analysis of Northern Rockies and Plains 
(MT, ND, SD, WY, NE) 
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Figure 29. Graph of Original Regional Data Figure 30. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 31. Graph of Cleaned Moving Avg. Regional Data 
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Figure 32. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 33. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix VI: Regional Analysis of Upper Midwest 
(MN, WI, MI, IA) 

Figure 34. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 35. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 36. Graph of Cleaned Moving Avg. Regional Data 
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Figure 37. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 38. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix VII: Regional Analysis of West 
(CA, NV) 

Figure 39. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 40. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 41. Graph of Cleaned Moving A vg. Regional Data 
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Figure 42. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 43. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix VIII: Regional Analysis of Southwest 
(UT, CO, AZ, NM) 

Figure 44. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 45. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 46. Graph of Cleaned Moving A vg. Regional Data 
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Figure 47. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 48. Graphs ofRegional Forecasts 
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Appendix IV: Regional Analysis of Southeast Data 
(AL, GA, FL, SC, NC, VA) 

Figure 49. Graph of Original Regional Data 
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Figure 50. Graph of Cleaned Regional Data 
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Figure 51 . Graph of Cleaned Moving Avg. Regional Data 
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Figure 52. Graph of ARIMA model by Region 
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Figure 53. Graphs of Regional Forecasts 
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Appendix X: R codes 

#importing wine data with proper col&row names 

setwd("/U sers/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
wine=read.csv("csvwinedatnew.csv",header = T) 
head( wine) 
str(wine) 
#View( wine) 

wine_ mat= as.matrix(wine, nrow=404, ncol=45, byrow=T) 
#replace na with O's . 
wine_ mat[is.na(wine _ mat)]<-.0001 
#View(wine mat) 

dim( wine_ mat) 
head( wine_ mat) 

#merging wine data into regions 

#Northwest 
#install. packages(" dplyr") 
#library( dplyr) 
#NW .Production = mutate( wine_ mat,newvar=rowsum( c("Washington", "Oregon", "Idaho"))) 
NW.Production <- rowSums( wine_ mat[,c("Washington", "Oregon", "Idaho")]) 
nw <-cbind( wine[, "Date"],NW.Production) 
nw = as.data.frame(nw) 
names(nw)[names(nw)=="Vl "] <- "Date" 
#View(nw) 

#Northern Rockies and Plains excl. north dakota & Wyoming 
NRP .Production <- rowS urns( wine_ mat[,c("Montana", "South.Dakota", "Nebraska")]) 
nrp <- cbind(wine[,"Date"] ,NRP.Production) 
nrp = as.data.frame(nrp) 
names(nrp)[names(nrp)=="Vl "] <-"Date" 
#View(nrp) 

#Southwest excl. utah 
SW.Production <- rowSums(wine_mat[,c("Colorado", "Arizona", "New.Mexico")]) 
sw <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],SW.Production) 
sw = as.data.frame(sw) 
names(sw)[names(sw)=="Vl "] <-"Date" 
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#Northeast excl. delaware 
NE.Production <- row Sums( wine_ mat[,c("Connecticut", "Maine", "Maryland", "Massachusetts", 

"New.Hampshire","New.Jersey","New.York","Pennsylvania","Rhode.Island","Vermont")]) 
ne <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],NE.Production) 
ne = as.data.frame(ne) 
names(ne)[names(ne)=="Vl "] <-"Date" 

#Ohio Valley 
OV.Production <-
rowSums(wine _ mat[,c("Illinois", "Indiana", "Kentucky" ,"Missouri", "Ohio", "Tennessee", "West. Vi 
rginia")]) 
ov <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],OV.Production) 
ov = as.data.frame(ov) 
names(ov)[names(ov)= "Vl "] <-"Date" 

#Upper Midwest 
UMID .Production <- rowS urns( wine_ mat[, c("Iowa", "Michigan", "Minnesota", "Wisconsin")]) 
umid <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],UMID.Production) 
umid = as.data.frame(umid) 
names(umid)[names(umid)=="Vl "] <-"Date" 

#South 
S.Production <
rowSums(wine_mat[,c("Arkansas","Kansas","Louisana","Mississippi","Oklahoma","Texas")]) 
s <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],S.Production) 
s = as.data.frame(s) 
names(s)[names(s)=="Vl "] <-"Date" 

#Southeast 
SE.Production <
rowSums(wine_mat[,c("Alabama","Florida","Georgia","North.Carolina","South.Carolina","Virg 
ina")]) 
se <- cbind(wine[,"Date"],SE.Production) 
se = as.data.frame(se) 
names(se)[names(se)=="Vl "] <- "Date" 

#West: excl. nevada 
#W.Production <- rowSums(wine[,c("Califomia")]) 
w <- wine[,c("Date","Califomia")] 
names(w)[names(w)=="California"] <- "W.Production" 



# importing weather data 

#upper midwest 
#setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest") 
#umid _ avgtemp=read.csv("umid _ avgtemp. txt" ,header = T,sep=", ") 
#View(umid _ avgtemp) 
umid _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _avgtemp. txt") 
names( umid _ avgtemp )<-c("Date", "umid _ avgtemp. Value", "umid _ avgtemp.Anomaly") 
#View(umid _ avgtemp) 

umid _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _ cdd. txt") 
names(umid_cdd)<-c("Date","umid_cdd.value","umid_cdd.anomaly") 

umid _ hdd=read. csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _ hdd. txt") 
names( umid _ hdd)<-c("Date", "umid _ hdd. value", "umid _ hdd.anomaly") 

umid _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _ maxtemp. txt") 
names( umid _ maxtemp )<-c("Date", "umid _ maxtemp. value", "umid _ maxtemp.anomaly") 

umid _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _min temp. txt") 
names( umid _min temp )<-c("Date", "umid _min temp. value", "umid _ mintemp.anomaly") 

umid _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _palm. txt") 
names(umid _palm)<-c("Date ", "umid _palm. value", "umid _palm. anomaly") 

umid _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/upper midwest/umid _precip. txt") 
names(umid _precip )<-c("Date", "umid _precip. value", "umid _precip.anomaly") 

#west 
#setwd(''/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data/west") 
#w _ avgtemp=read.csv("w...:. avgtemp. txt" ,header = T ,sep=", ") 

w _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _ avgtemp.txt") 
names( w _ avgtemp )<-c("Date", "w _ avgtemp. value", "w _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

w _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _ cdd. txt") 
names( w _ cdd)<-c("Date", "w _ cdd. value", "w _ cdd.anomaly") 

w _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _ hdd. txt") 
names( w _ hdd)<-c("Date", "w _ hdd. value", "w _ hdd. anomaly") 

w _ maxtemp=read. csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _ maxtemp. txt") 
names(w _ maxtemp )<-c("Date", "w _ maxtemp.value","w _ maxtemp.anomaly") 
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w _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _ mintemp. txt") 
names( w _min temp )<-c("Date", "w _ mintemp. value", "w _min temp. anomaly") 

w _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _palm. txt") 
names(w _palm)<-c("Date","w _palm.value","w _palm. anomaly") 

w _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/west/w _precip. txt") 
names( w _precip )<-c("Date", "w _precip. value", "w _precip.anomaly") 

#southwest 
sw _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _ avgtemp. txt") 
names(sw _ avgtemp )<-c("Date","sw _ avgtemp.value" ,"sw _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

sw _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _ cdd. txt") 
names(sw _ cdd)<-c("Date", "sw _ cdd.value", "sw _ cdd.anomaly") 

sw _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _ hdd. txt") 
names( sw _ hdd)<-c("Date"," sw _ hdd. value", "sw _ hdd.anomaly") 

sw _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _ maxtemp. txt") 
names( sw _ maxtemp )<-c("Date"," sw _ maxtemp. value"," sw _max temp. anomaly") 

sw _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _ mintemp.txt") 
names(sw _ mintemp )<-c("Date", "sw _ mintemp.value","sw _ mintemp.anomaly") 

sw _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _palm. txt") 
names(sw_palm)<-c("Date","sw_palm.value","sw_palm.anomaly") 

sw _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southwest/sw _precip. txt") 
names(sw _precip )<-c("Date","sw _precip.value","sw _precip.anomaly") 

#southeast 
se _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _ avgtemp. txt") 
names( se _ avgtemp )<-c("Date", "se _ avgtemp. value", "se _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

se _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _ cdd. txt") 
names(se _ cdd)<-c("Date", "se _ cdd. value", "se _ cdd.anomaly") 

se _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _ hdd. txt") 
names( se _ hdd)<-c("Date ", "se _ hdd. value"," se _ hdd.anomaly") 

se _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _ maxtemp. txt") 
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names(se_maxtemp)<-c("Date","se_maxtemp.value","se_maxtemp.anomaly") 

se _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _min temp. txt") 
names(se _min temp )<-c("Date"," se _ mintemp. value", "se _ mintemp.anomaly") 

se _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _palm. txt") 
names( se _palm )<-c("Date"," se _palm. value"," se _palm. anomaly") 

se _precip=read. csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southeast/se _precip. txt") 
names( se _precip )<-c("Date"," se _precip. value", "se _precip.anomaly") 

#northeast 
ne _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _ avgtemp.txt") 
names(ne _ avgtemp )<-c("Date", "ne _ avgtemp.value", "ne _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

ne _ cdd=read. csv(" ~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _ cdd. txt") 
names(ne _ cdd)<-c("Date", "ne _ cdd. value", "ne _ cdd.anomaly") 

ne _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _ hdd. txt") 
names( ne _ hdd)<-c("Date", "ne _ hdd. value", "ne _ hdd.anomaly") 

ne _ maxtemp=read. csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _ maxtemp. txt") 
names(ne _max temp )<-c("Date","ne _max temp. value", "ne _ maxtemp.anomaly") 

ne _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _min temp. txt") 
names(ne _min temp )<-c("Date", "ne _min temp. value", "ne _ mintemp.anomaly") 

ne _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _palm. txt") 
names(ne _palm)<-c("Date", "ne _palm. value", "ne _palm. anomaly") 

ne _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/northeast/ne _precip. txt") 
names(ne _precip )<-c("Date", "ne _precip. value", "ne _precip.anomaly") 

#northwest 
nw _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/N orthwest/nw _ avgtemp. txt") 
names(nw _ avgtemp )<-c("Date","nw _avgtemp.value", "nw _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

nw _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/Northwest/nw _ cdd. txt") 
names(nw _ cdd)<-c("Date", "nw _ cdd. value", "nw _ cdd.anomaly") 
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nw hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/Northwest/nw hdd.txt") - -

names(nw _ hdd)<-c("Date", "nw _ hdd. value" , "nw _ hdd.anomaly") 

nw _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data!Northwest/nw _ maxtemp. txt") 
names(nw _ maxtemp )<-c("Date", "nw _ maxtemp.value", "nw _ maxtemp.anomaly") 

nw _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/Northwest/nw _ mintemp. txt") 
names(nw _min temp )<-c("Date", "nw _min temp. value", "nw _ mintemp.anomaly") 

nw _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data!Northwest/nw _palm. txt") 
names(nw _palm)<-c("Date", "nw _palm. value", "nw _palm. anomaly") 

nw _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/Northwest/nw _precip. txt") 
names(nw _precip )<-c("Date", "nw _precip. value", "nw _precip.anomaly") 

#south 
s _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis datal sou this_ avgtemp. txt") 
names(s_avgtemp)<-c("Date","s_avgtemp.value","s_avgtemp.anomaly") 

s _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data!southls _ cdd. txt") 
names(s _ cdd)<-c("Date", "s _ cdd. value", "s _ cdd.anomaly") 

s _ hdd=read. csv(" ~/Documents/thesis datal south! s _ hdd. txt") 
names( s _ hdd)<-c("Date"," s _ hdd. value"," s _ hdd. anomaly") 

s _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southls _ maxtemp. txt") 
names(s_maxtemp)<-c("Date","s_maxtemp.value" ,"s_maxtemp.anomaly") 

s _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/southls _min temp. txt") 
names(s_mintemp)<-c("Date","s_mintemp.value","s_mintemp.anomaly") 

s _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/south/s _palm. txt") 
names( s _palm )<-c( "Date"," s _palm. value"," s _palm. anomaly") 

s _precip=read . csv("~/Documents/thesis data/south/s _precip. txt") 
names(s_precip)<-c("Date","s_precip.value","s_precip.anomaly") 

#ohio valley 
ov _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _ avgtemp. txt") 
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names( ov _ avgtemp )<-c("Date","ov _ avgtemp.value","ov _ avgtemp.anomaly") 

ov _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _ cdd.txt") 
names( ov _ cdd)<-c("Date", "ov _ cdd. value"," ov _ cdd. anomaly") 

ov _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _ hdd. txt") 
names( ov _ hdd)<-c("Date ", "ov _ hdd. value", "ov _ hdd.anomaly") 

ov _ maxtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _ maxtemp. txt") 
names( ov _ maxtemp )<-c("Date", "ov _ maxtemp.value","ov _ maxtemp.anomaly") 

ov _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _min temp. txt") 
names( ov _min temp )<-c("Date ", "ov _min temp. value"," ov _min temp. anomaly") 

ov _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _palm. txt") 
names( ov _palm)<-c("Date", "ov _palm. value", "ov _palm. anomaly") 

ov _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/ohio valley/ohiovalley _precip. txt") 
names( ov _precip )<-c("Date", "ov _precip. value", "ov _precip.anomaly") 

#rockies 
nrp _ avgtemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _ avgtemp. txt") 
names( nrp _ avgtemp )<-c("Date", "nrp _ avgtemp. value", "nrp _ avgtemp. anomaly") 

nrp _ cdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _ cdd. txt") 
names(nrp _ cdd)<-c("Date", "nrp _ cdd.value", "nrp _ cdd.anomaly") 

nrp _ hdd=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _hdd. txt") 
names(nrp _ hdd)<-c("Date", "nrp _ hdd. value", "nrp _ hdd.anomaly") 

nrp _ maxtemp=read. csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _ maxtemp. txt") 
names( nrp _ maxtemp )<-c("Date ", "nrp _ maxtemp. value", "nrp _ maxtemp.anomaly") 

nrp _ mintemp=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _ mintemp. txt") 
names(nrp_mintemp)<-c("Date","nrp_mintemp.value","nrp_mintemp.anomaly") 

nrp _palm=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _palm. txt") 
names(nrp _palm)<-c("Date", "nrp _palm. value" , "nrp _palm. anomaly") 

nrp _precip=read.csv("~/Documents/thesis data/rockies/nrp _precip.txt") 
names(nrp _precip )<-c("Date", "nrp _precip. value" , "nrp _precip.anomaly") 
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#possible ways to merge regional data 

#westdat <-
merge(Math498 .hw2 .Policy Data,Math498 .h w2. ClaimsData, by="Policy _Number" ,all= T) 

#Reduce(function(x, y) merge(x, y, all=TRUE), list(dfl, df2, df3)) 

#multmerge = function(mypath) { filenames=list.files(path=mypath, full.names=TRUE) 
#datalist = lapply( filenames, function( x) {read. csv( file=x,header=T)}) 
#Reduce( function( x,y) { merge(x,y)}, datalist) 

#westdat <- Reduce(function(ne,ne _ avgtemp) { merge(ne,ne _ avgtemp)}, "Date") 

# NE Data with all variables 
#netemp 1 =rnerge.data.frame(ne _ avgtemp,ne _ cdd,by="Date" ,all=T) 
#netemp 1 =rnerge(netemp,ne _ hdd) 
#netemp 1 =merge(netemp,ne _ maxtemp) 
#netemp 1 =rnerge(netemp,ne _min temp) 
#netemp 1 =rnerge(netemp,ne _palm) 
#netemp 1 =merge( netemp,ne _preci p) 
#nedat1 =rnerge(ne,netemp) 
#View(nedat1) 

# NE data with only temperature variables 
netemp2=rnerge.data. frame( ne,ne _ avgtemp, by= "Date" ,all=T) 
netemp3=rnerge.data. frame(netemp2,ne _min temp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
nedat=rnerge.data. frame(netemp3,ne _ maxtemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
#View(nedat) 
nedat <- nedat[ -c( 406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save( nedat,file="nedat.Rda") 

# NRP data with only temperature variables 
nrptemp=rnerge. data. frame( nrp,nrp _ avgtemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
#dim(nrptemp) 
nrptemp2=rnerge.data.frame(nrptemp,nrp _ mintemp,by="Date" ,all = T) 
#dim( nrptemp2) 
nrpdat=rnerge.data.frame(nrptemp2,nrp _ maxtemp,by="Date" ,all = T) 
#dim(nrpdat) 
nrpdat <- nrpdat(-c(l:220,406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save(nrpdat,file="nrpdat.Rda") 

# NW data w only temp vars 
nwtemp=merge.data.frame(nw,nw _avgtemp,by="Date",all=T) 
nwtemp2=merge.data.frame(nwtemp,nw _ mintemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
nwdat=merge. data. frame( nwtemp2,nw _ maxtemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
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nwdat <- nwdat[-c( 406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save(nwdat,file="nwdat.Rda") 

# OV data w only temp vars 
ovtemp=merge.data.frame( ov,ov _avgtemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
ovtemp2=merge.data.frame(ovtemp,ov_mintemp,by="Date",all=T) 
ovdat=merge.data.frame( ovtemp2,ov _ maxtemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
ovdat <- ovdat[ -c( 406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save( ovdat,file="ovdat.Rda") 

# S data w only temp vars 
stemp=merge.data.frame( s,s _ avgtemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
stemp2=merge. data. frame( stemp,s _min temp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
sdat=merge.data.frame(stemp2,s_maxtemp,by="Date",all=T) 
sdat <- sdat[-c(406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save(sdat,file="sdat.Rda") 

# SE data w only temp vars 
setemp=merge.data.frame(se,se_avgtemp,by="Date",all=T) 
setemp2=merge.data.frame( setemp,se _ mintemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
sedat=merge.data.frame( setemp2,se _ maxtemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
sedat <- sedat[ -c( 406,407,408,409,41 0,411 ,412,413),] 
save( sedat,file=" sedat.Rda") 

# SW data w only temp vars 
swtemp=merge.data. frame( sw,sw _ avgtemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
swtemp2=merge.data.frame( swtemp,sw _ mintemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
swdat=merge.data.frame( swtemp2,sw _ maxternp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
swdat <- swdat[-c(406,407,408,409,410,411 ,412,413),] 
save( swdat,file=" swdat.Rda") 

# UMID data w only temp vars 
umidtemp=merge.data.frame(umid,umid_avgtemp,by=="Date",all==T) 
umidtemp2==merge.data.frame(umidtemp,umid_mintemp,by="Date",all==T) 
umiddat=merge.data.frame( umidtemp2,umid _ maxtemp,by="Date" ,all=T) 
umiddat <- umiddat[-c( 406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save( umiddat,file="umiddat. Rda ") 

# W data w only temp vars 
wtemp=merge.data. frame( w, w _ avgtemp, by="Date" ,all=T) 
wtemp2=merge.data.frame(wtemp,w_mintemp,by="Date",all==T) 
wdat=merge.data.frame(wtemp2,w_maxtemp,by=="Date",all==T) 
wdat <- wdat[-c(406,407,408 ,409,410,411,412,413),] 
save(wdat,file="wdat.Rda") 
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#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data'') 
load("nedat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach( nedat) 
ggplot(nedat, aes(time(Date), NE.Production)) + geom _line() + ylab("NE Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ ts = ts(nedat[, c('NE.Production')]) 
nedat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = nedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nedat$clean)) + ylab('NE Cleaned Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
nedat$quart.ma = ma(nedat$clean, order=3) 
nedat$yr.ma = ma(nedat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
geom line( data = nedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nedat$clean, colour = "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = nedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nedat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = nedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nedat$yr.ma, colour= "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('NE Wine Production') 



#test for stationarity 
newnedat = ts(na.omit(nedat$quart.ma), frequency= 12) 
decomp = stl(newnedat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_ cnt <- seasadj( decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf.test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_ d1 = diff( deseasonal_ cnt, differences = 1) 
plot(count_d1) 
adf. test( count d1, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl , main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ d1, main='PACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(1,1 ,3) NE Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from NE M~del') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("nwdat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach(nwdat) 
ggplot(nwdat, aes(time(Date), NW.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("NW Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 
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#clean & graph 
clean_ts = ts(nwdat[, c('NW.Production')]) 
nwdat$clean = tsclean(clean_ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = nwdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nwdat$clean)) + ylab('NW Cleaned Wine 

Data') 

#moving average & graph 
nwdat$quart.ma = ma(nwdat$clean, order=3) 
nwdat$yr.ma = ma(nwdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = nwdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nwdat$clean, colour = "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = nwdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nwdat$quart.ma, colour= "Quarterly 

Moving Average")) + 
geom_line(data = nwdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nwdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('NW Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newnwdat = ts(na.omit(nwdat$quart.ma), frequency=12) 
decamp = stl(newnwdat, s.window="periodic") 
de seasonal_ cnt <- seasadj( decamp) 
acf( deseasonal cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf.test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_dl = diff(deseasonal_cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl , main='PACF for Differenced Series') 



#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(3 ,1,3) NW Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from NW Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd(" IU sers/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("ovdat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach( ovdat) 
ggplot(ovdat, aes(time(Date), OV.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("OV Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ts = ts(ovdat[, c('OV.Production')]) 
ovdat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = ovdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = ovdat$clean)) + ylab('OV Cleaned Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
ovdat$quart.ma = rna( ovdat$clean, order=3) 
ovdat$yr.ma = rna( ovdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = ovdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = ovdat$clean, colour = "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = ovdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = ovdat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = ovdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = ovdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('OV Wine Production') 



#test for stationarity 
newovdat = ts(na.omit(ovdat$quart.ma), frequency=12) 
decamp= stl(newovdat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_cnt <- seasadj(decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( de seasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_dl = diff(deseasonal_cnt, differences = 1) 
plot(count_dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl, main='PACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(4,1,4) OV Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from OV Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("nrpdat.Rda ") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach( nrpdat) 
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ggplot(nrpdat, aes(time(Date), NRP.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("NRP Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ ts = ts( nrpdat[, c('NRP .Production')]) 
nrpdat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = nrpdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nrpdat$clean)) + ylab('NRP Cleaned Wine 

Data') 

#moving average & graph 
nrpdat$quart.ma = ma(nrpdat$clean, order=3) 
nrpdat$yr.ma = ma(nrpdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = nrpdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nrpdat$clean, colour = "Wine production"))+ 
geom_line(data = nrpdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nrpdat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly 

Moving Average")) + 
geom_line(data = nrpdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = nrpdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('NRP Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newnrpdat = ts(na.omit(nrpdat$quart.ma), frequency= 12) 
decamp = stl(newnrpdat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_cnt <- seasadj(decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf.test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_ dl = diff( deseasonal_ cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf(count_dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 



Pacf( count_ dl, main='PACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto .arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(O, 1,0) NRP Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast( fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from NRP Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/U sers/mikae laschutte/Documents/thesis data'') 
load("umiddat.Rda'') 
library(' ggplot2') 
1i brary( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach(umiddat) 
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ggplot(umiddat, aes(time(Date), UMID.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("UMID Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ts = ts(umiddat[, c('UMID.Production')]) 
umiddat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = umiddat, aes(x = time(Date), y = umiddat$clean)) + ylab('UMID Cleaned 

Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
umiddat$quart.ma = ma(umiddat$clean, order=3) 
umiddat$yr.ma = ma(umiddat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 



geom _line( data = umiddat, aes(x = time(Date), y = umiddat$clean, colour = "Wine 
production")) + 

geom_line(data = umiddat, aes(x = time(Date), y = umiddat$quart.ma, colour= "Quarterly 
Moving Average")) + 

geom_line(data = umiddat, aes(x = time(Date), y = umiddat$yr.ma, colour= "Half Yearly 
Moving Average")) + 

ylab('UMID Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newumiddat = ts(na.omit(umiddat$quart.ma), frequency=l2) 
decomp = stl(newumiddat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_ cnt <- seasadj( decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_ dl = diff( deseasonal_ cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative= "stationary") 

Acf(count_dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl, main='PACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARlMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(3,1,3) UMID Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from UMID Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("wdat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 
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#attach 
attach( wdat) 
ggplot(wdat, aes(time(Date), W.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("W Yearly Wine 
Production")+ 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean ts = ts(wdat[, c('W.Production')]) 
wdat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = wdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = wdat$clean)) + ylab('W Cleaned Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
wdat$quart.ma = ma(wdat$clean, order=3) # using the clean count with no outliers 
wdat$yr.ma = rna( wdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = wdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = wdat$clean, colour = "Wine production"))+ 
geom_line(data = wdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = wdat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = wdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = wdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('W Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newwdat = ts(na.omit(wdat$quart.ma), frequency=12) 
decomp = stl(newwdat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_ cnt <- seasadj ( decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_dl = diff(deseasonal_cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf. test( count_ dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl , main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl, main='P ACF for Differenced Series') 
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#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(2,1,4) W Model Residuals') 

feast<- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot( feast, main='Forecasts from W Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Docurnents/thesis data") 
load(" swdat. Rda ") 
library(' ggp lot2 ') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach(swdat) 
ggplot(swdat, aes(time(Date), SW.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("SW Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ts = ts(swdat[, c('SW.Production')]) 
swdat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = swdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = swdat$clean)) + ylab('SW Cleaned Wine 

Data') 

#moving average & graph 
swdat$quart.ma = ma(swdat$clean, order=3) 
swdat$yr.ma = ma(swdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = swdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = swdat$clean, colour = "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = swdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = swdat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = swdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = swdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('SW Wine Production') 



#test for stationarity 
newswdat = ts(na.omit(swdat$quart.ma), frequency=l2) 
decomp = stl(newswdat, s. window="periodic") 
deseasonal_cnt <- seasadj(decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_ dl = diff( deseasonal_ cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ d 1) 
adf.test(count_dl , alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl, main='PACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(3 , 1,5) SW Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot( feast, main='Forecasts from SW Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/U sers/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("sdat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach(sdat) 
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ggplot(sdat, aes(time(Date), S.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("S Yearly Wine Production") + 
xlab("") 



#clean & graph 
clean _ts = ts(sdat[, c('S.Production')]) 
sdat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = sdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sdat$clean)) + ylab('S Cleaned Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
sdat$quart.ma = ma(sdat$clean, order=3) 
sdat$yr.ma = ma(sdat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
geom_line(data = sdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sdat$clean, colour = "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = sdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sdat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = sdat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sdat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('S Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newsdat = ts(na.omit(sdat$quart.ma), frequency= 12) 
decomp = stl(newsdat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_ cnt <- seasadj ( decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( deseasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_dl = diff(deseasonal_cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf(count_dl , main='PACF for Differenced Series') 
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#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal= FALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(2,1,3) S Model Residuals') 

feast<- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from S Model') 

#load data and R packages 
setwd("/Users/mikaelaschutte/Documents/thesis data") 
load("sedat.Rda") 
library('ggplot2') 
library( forecast) 
library( tseries) 
library(TSA) 

#attach 
attach( sedat) 
ggplot(sedat, aes(time(Date), SE.Production)) + geom_line() + ylab("SE Yearly Wine 
Production") + 

xlab("") 

#clean & graph 
clean_ ts = ts( sedat[, c('SE.Production')]) 
sedat$clean = tsclean( clean_ ts) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = sedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sedat$clean)) + ylab('SE Cleaned Wine Data') 

#moving average & graph 
sedat$quart.ma = ma(sedat$clean, order=3) 
sedat$yr.ma = ma(sedat$clean, order=6) 

ggplot() + 
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geom_line(data = sedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sedat$clean, colour= "Wine production")) + 
geom_line(data = sedat, aes(x = time(Date) , y = sedat$quart.ma, colour = "Quarterly Moving 

Average")) + 
geom_line(data = sedat, aes(x = time(Date), y = sedat$yr.ma, colour = "Half Yearly Moving 

Average")) + 
ylab('SE Wine Production') 

#test for stationarity 
newsedat = ts(na.omit(sedat$quart.ma), frequency=l2) 
decomp = stl(newsedat, s.window="periodic") 
deseasonal_ cnt <- seasadj( decomp) 
acf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
pacf( deseasonal_ cnt,main=") 
adf. test( de seasonal_ cnt, alternative = "stationary") 

count_dl = diff(deseasonal_cnt, differences = 1) 
plot( count_ dl) 
adf.test(count_dl, alternative = "stationary") 

Acf( count_ dl, main='ACF for Differenced Series') 
Pacf( count_ dl , main='P ACF for Differenced Series') 

#fit to ARIMA & forecast 
auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 

fit<-auto.arima( deseasonal_ cnt, seasonal=F ALSE) 
tsdisplay(residuals(fit), lag.max=45, main='(O, l ,O) SE Model Residuals') 

feast <- forecast(fit, h=50) 
plot(fcast, main='Forecasts from SE Arima Model') 
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